Rock and Plovers—A Drama in Three Acts Involving a Big Musical Event Planned on a Coastal Beach Hosting Threatened Birds of Conservation Concern
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Abstract: Big musical events often coincide with natural spaces, and therefore they may have an impact on sensitive ecosystems. Here, a story of events that took place following a big event on an Italian beach within a Special Protection Area (SPA; hosting embryonic shifting dunes and plover birds of conservation concern) is reported. Following a theatrical approach to conservation, this story unfolds in three acts (Act I: The Premises; II: On the Field; III: Long-Term Effects) that include the social targets ('actors') involved (i.e., the pop star’s staff, ONG, institutions, and local stakeholders) as well as the critical issues and conflicts. This experience provides some conservation lessons: (i) big musical events can have an impact on sensitive socio-ecosystems; (ii) the intrinsic value of coastal ecosystems has been underestimated since the site selection was carried out by decision makers with inaccurate/inappropriate use of digital tools; (iii) communication among the private organizers, public institutions, ONG, and people was poor; (iv) the availability of huge economic resources has made the local municipality vulnerable; (v) digital social processes increased polarization between opposing parties with an increase in local conflicts among Public Agencies; and (vi) these conflicts had long-term cascade effects on the nature reserve’s management. To communicate conservation stories, I encourage conservation practitioners to use a theatrical approach to communicate local events with socio-ecological implications—increasing awareness of human–wildlife conflicts and cognitive bias emerging after unshared decisions—using simplified conceptual frameworks.
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1. Introduction

Classical, pop, and rock musicians have made their concert locations coincide with alpine meadows, woods, beaches, and other natural spaces [1,2]. Even though it is an original choice to combine music and nature, these big events are likely to have an impact on ecosystems, especially in sensitive locations of high conservation concern [3]. Indeed, these events can start a series of anthropogenic disturbances ranging from land consumption for the construction of musical stands, to the transit of motorized vehicles, to the large crowding of people with consequent soil trampling, to light and noise pollution [3–5].

In 2019, a pop star planned a tour on the beaches of the Italian peninsula [6]. This musician’s message was simple but effective: it promoted pro-environmental attitudes (e.g., plastic-free behavior) in a context of music, nature, and freedom. As a result, a non-governmental organization (hereafter, ONG) partnered with the national events planned under its brand (https://www.youparti.com/event/jova-beach-party-2019/ (accessed on 20 June 2022).

The music world and environmental ONGs joining forces should be viewed positively, especially in an era where it is necessary to communicate proactive conservation messages to the general public in order to increase awareness. Therefore, these actions are also included in conservation measures (coded in [7]: 4.3—Awareness and communications, 7.2—Alliances and partnerships). People go to concerts, musicians and ONGs communicate...
clear and simple concepts, and people improve their awareness: this is a shared linear logic that can be achieved by working together!

However, ‘The Road to Hell is Paved with Good Intentions’. In fact, even if linear logic can seem clear, the events in the real socio-ecological world tend to be complex and unpredictable [8], especially if context-specific aspects are not taken into account, such as (i) the local value of ecosystems, (ii) the shared communication among institutions and social targets (‘actors’), and (iii) the feedback that may emerge among them, reinforced by cognitive biases, as systematic patterns of deviation from the norm or rationality in judgment (anchoring, prejudices, and so on).

In this note, I report a story of events that took place following a big musical event organized by a pop star, together with an international environmental ONG, along an Italian coastal beach. This event has led to long-term conflicts at the local and national scale, with local implications in conservation [9].

I believe telling local stories of conservation can make it possible to synthesize the large number of social, ecological, and political events that happen in the ‘real world’, evidencing conflicts among social actors. Building a framework subdivided in time-related steps (i.e., ‘acts’ and ‘scenes’) may allow nature reserve agencies to predict future similar events in advance and therefore respond with specific management actions in the ‘real world’ conservation front line.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Area

I focused attention on the causal chain of events that took place in a coastal nature reserve (Torre Flavia wetland; 41°58′ N, 12°03′ E, on the Tyrrhenian coast of central Italy; Special Protection Area, SPA IT6030020: 40 ha in size), hosting embryonic shifting dunes of European conservation concern (EU habitat type 1210: “Embryonic shifting dunes”), and where two birds of conservation concern breed on the foredunes and beaches (Charadrius alexandrinus, Annex 1, 147/2009/EU Directive, and C. dubius [10,11]). These two species are declining at the continental and regional level [12] due to a set of different anthropogenic threats [13–15]. At this site, a big musical event predicted a total of >40,000 people at the concert planned in July, 2019 (https://www.liveyourlive.it/festival/913) (accessed on 15 July 2021).

2.2. Methods

From summer 2018 (before the planned event) to today (2022), during which the ordinary management actions were carried out by the Public Agency managing the ‘Torre Flavia’ Special Protection Area (i.e., the ‘Città metropolitana di Roma Capitale’ Public Agency; Decree of the President of Regional Council, n. 613/1997), all the ecological, social, and political events that took place locally have been reported in an agenda, using the approach (‘diary of events’) reported in [16].

All the main events with conservation implications on plover bird conservation were selected, obtaining a list of (i) the main steps (named ‘Acts’), i.e., phases of the story’s development (I: The Premises; II: On the Field; III: Long-Term Effects) and (ii) within them, the main sub-steps (named ‘Scenes’), as temporal phases where specific dynamics among social actors have taken place. Everywhere, a theatrical metaphorical approach in conservation front lines [17–19] was used, where any event may be considered a scene with different social actors having a role in the whole of the story. In our case study, all the social actors involved have been reported, as well as the critical issues that have triggered the conflicts, using specific symbols (see Figure 1).

The social actors of this story (i.e., the social targets having a role in the events [20–22]) are the staff of the music pop star, the environmental association (ONG) that organized the event (particularly its Communication Office), the public institutions ((i) ‘Regione Lazio’, as the Regional Authority responsible for the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA); (ii) the ‘Città metropolitana di Roma Capitale’, as the public Park Agency managing ‘Torre
Flavia’ Special Protection Area’; and (iii) the Municipality of Ladispoli that would host the big musical event), and, finally, the local stakeholders and people using social media.

All of this story has been schematized in a simplified conceptual framework where the social actors, events, and outcomes/criticalities have been reported on a timeline (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Cont.
Figure 1. A framework of the conservation drama in three acts (and related scenes) involving a big musical event and two threatened beach-nesting birds (see Methods for details). Boxes: the agreements; lightning: the ‘surprises’; arrows: the relationships between actors; stars: the conflicts.

3. Results

Below, the three acts (and related scenes) of this conservation drama have been reported, as selected by the diary of events.
3.1. Act I (The Premises)

Scene I: The top-level agreement (actors: pop star’s staff and environmental ONG).

Summer 2018: An international pop star programs a tour in Italy for 2019, locating all the big events on different large beaches along the peninsula (https://www.smemoranda.it/evento/jova-beach-party-2019-date/ (accessed on 15 February 2020). The pop star’s organizational staff meets an environmental ONG with the aim of framing the tour in a ‘green’ logic. While the intentions appear to be unanimous in conveying generic environmental messages for people (nature, plastic free, etc.), the agreement does not provide for the communication of the local small-scale values of coastal dunal ecosystems to the wider public. Indeed, along the Italian peninsula there is a large number of sandy beaches hosting sensitive halo-psammophilous dunal vegetation [23,24], with rare beach-nesting birds such as plovers (Charadriidae; in our case study: 1-3 breeding pairs of Little Ringed plover, Charadrius dubius, and 1-3 breeding pairs of Kentish plover, Charadrius alexandrinus [25,26]).

Scene II: The selection of suitable sites for the big events (actor: Communication Office of the environmental ONG).

Autumn 2018: The choice of suitable sites for concerts is based on specific characteristics (open spaces that can accommodate thousands of people, proximity to the sea, occurrence of large sandy beaches) to convey the pop star’s message of nature and freedom. The procedure of selection is carried out by the Communication Office of the environmental ONG. GIS digital devices were inappropriately used to support the decision to select the suitable sites (WWF Italy, pers. comm.). Although digital devices are suitable tools for spatial analyses, when applied to small-scale site selection they should be supported by field surveys carried out by ecologists to detect fine-grained ecosystem values. Indeed, this entrenchment on the site selection initiated a series of cascade effects.

Scene III: Social communication of the selected sites (actors: pop star’s staff, Park Agency, stakeholders, and people).

Winter 2018–2019: Once they had selected a set of sites for the music events, the pop star’s staff and the environmental ONG start with the communication of the music tour on websites. In our case study, the Municipality of Ladispoli (Rome), due to this economic opportunity, does not communicate any information about the timing and location of this musical event. Many local actors and stakeholders know the timing and location of the event indirectly from social media, without having planned a participatory approach with direct communication (see [27]). This lack of communication provided a ‘surprise effect’ with consequent polarization and conflicts on social media between people on the pros and cons of the events (labeled with slogans as prejudicial shortcuts, e.g., ‘pro-party’ vs. ‘environmentalists’ [28]).

3.2. Act II (On the Field)

Scene I: The field surveys (actors: pop star’s staff, local Municipality, and Regional Authority).

Winter 2018–2019: Once the locations (coastal beaches) have been chosen, the pop star’s staff contacts the Mayors of the local Municipalities directly. This creates high expectations among the Municipality staff in terms of economic royalties for the use of the areas. In our case study, the Municipality staff does not communicate any environmental restrictions to the pop star’s staff who have no knowledge of the restrictions in the SPA, i.e., the need for a specific environmental authorization by the Regional Authority (EIA) assessing the possible impact of this big event. The Municipality is aware of the rules of this Directive of the need of an EIA (the request form is available on the institutional website for anyone who needs it: see https://www.comunediladispoli.it/upload/allegati/SCIA.pdf (accessed on 11 March 2022).

Scene II: Conflict between public institutions (actors: local Municipality and Park Agency).

Spring 2019: The conflicting interests of the Park Agency and Municipality emerge following the lack of clear communication between these public institutions without having started a negotiation on their different interests (Municipality, pop star’s big event vs. Park Agency, managing the SPA ‘Torre Flavia’).
Scene III: Polarization and reinforcement of conflict (actors: Park Agency, local Municipality, and pop star’s staff)

Following the events that have taken place, the Park Agency contacts the pop star’s staff directly, communicating the regulations in the area and the need to carry out an EIA. The Park Agency alerts the Regional Authority responsible for drafting the EIA in the SPA ‘Torre Flavia’. This conflict between the public institutions has had long-term effects on park management.

3.3. Act III (Long-Term Effects)

Scene I: Breakdown of relations among local Institutions (actors: local Municipality and Park Agency).

The entry of the Regional Authority exacerbates the relations between the Park Agency and the local Municipality with medium–long-term effects.

Scene II: Pop star’s staff abandons the big event site.

Following the intervention of the Park Agency and the opposition of the Regional Authority to the concert (after the EIA), the staff decided to move the concert to a site located in another neighboring Municipality where there are not sensitive dune ecosystems and species.

Scene III: Long-term effects on the nature reserve’s management (actors: Park Agency, local Municipality, stakeholders, and people).

The move of the concert breaks the common relationships between the Park Agency and local Municipality (which were crucial for the ordinary management actions carried out in the nature reserve). This led to long-term effects that will affect many sectors of the management that were taken care of by the Municipality according to the Park Agency (management of the dunes, beach litter removal, reedbed management, conservation education with children). At the level of local stakeholders and people, the polarization of the citizens on the pros and cons has continued on social media until today (2022), including anti-social behavior (e.g., social haters) making further communication difficult regarding the value of the SPA and, consequently, the nature reserve’s management. After two years and with great effort, we are now witnessing a resumption of the relationships between the local institutions, thanks to the dialogue and the awareness of the events told through this story.

4. Discussion

This experience took the form of drama because the events triggered long-term cascading effects capable of creating difficulties in the management of the Special Protection Area (‘Torre Flavia’ nature reserve). However, the storytelling of this drama using a theatrical metaphoric approach provided some conservation lessons, reported below.

First, analogously to any recreational disturbances [29], big musical events can have an impact on ecosystems, especially if structurally simplified, such as coastal dunes [4]. This also confirms how these structurally simplified, dynamic, and sensitive ecosystems [30] are evaluated for their purely economic value and much less for the ecosystem services they perform [31–33]. This experience should induce Public Agencies and Municipalities planning big musical events to assess dunes as ecosystems providing useful services (not only evaluated following a traditional monetary approach [34]).

Second, the site selection of where to perform concerts must be entrusted to people with expertise in dunal ecosystems. The perception of the importance of ecosystems differs even among technicians (e.g., [34]), and, in this case, the intrinsic value of coastal dune ecosystems has been underestimated because this selection has been carried out by experts in communication (not by ecologists!). Communicators (in this case, using GIS digital devices) may not be able to detect conservation targets at small spatial scales. Therefore, inaccurate/inappropriate use of digital tools, excluding ecologists in the decision processes, anchoring to the first choices [35], and the short times available led to the wrong site selection.
Third, communication must always be shared between private organizers (the pop star’s staff), public institutions (Municipalities, Park Agencies, and Regional Authorities), environmental ONGs, and people. Having active, open, and participatory communication is one of the foundations of leadership and management, including environmental management [36]. In this regard, public institutions should communicate their intentions openly through regular meetings. Each preliminary decision about actions in areas of conservation and civic concern (such as SPAs) should be flexible and made public through the institution’s website, so as to obtain a participatory and shared final decision [37].

Fourth, the availability of huge economic resources provided by the pop star’s staff may be an element that makes local public institutions vulnerable. In our case, economic opportunities linked to the big event induced the local Municipality to be reluctant to provide information about the need of an EIA authorization to the music staff or to the population and the Park Agencies, creating misunderstandings, ‘surprise effects’ [38], and conflicts between local actors.

Fifth, digital social processes can increase polarization between opposing parties with an increase in levels of conflict [39]. A sharing of objectives, communicated immediately, can reduce this feedback, controlling the cognitive biases [40], anchoring, and prejudices, with the polarization and simplification of languages (‘environmentalists pro-Plovers’ vs. ‘non-environmentalists pro Big Events’). In nature conservation, these cognitive biases can increase misunderstandings and conflicts and must be recognized immediately [41].

Sixth, the conflict between public institutions (Park Agency and local Municipality) had long-term cascade effects on the common management of the nature reserve (reedbed mowing, beach cleaning, conservation education, and so on).

Last but not least, the fact that the beaches were used for big musical events has started an imitative effect at the national scale (e.g., https://www.latinatoday.it/eventi/immersioni-sonore-latina.html (accessed on 20 October 2022), creating a pervasive and fine-grained impact on dune ecosystems and its biodiversity of conservation concern. Unexpectedly, the impacts of these events is still poorly studied [4,5].

The effectiveness of storytelling techniques in science [42,43] and conservation [44,45], using a theatrical approach to communicate stories, has been highlighted [19,45,46] and its use may allow an improvement of awareness of the emerging conflicts, misunderstandings, and criticalities. In this regard, I encourage conservation practitioners to tell stories of events that took place in the conservation front line, also using scenario analyses, conceptual frameworks, and causal chains [47] and testing its effectiveness using specific social metrics [48].

However, in our case the musical event has been moved without causing direct environmental impacts on diversity targets (halo-psammophilous plants and plover birds), only having social and political implications on the nature reserve’s management. Therefore, this narration has reported a local story of related human-dimension events, denouncing the absence of the involvement of ecologists. If such musical events are performed in the future, the role of ecologists will be necessary, not only in the phase of decision making (site selection) but also in the before–after impact monitoring, using specific approaches (e.g., BACI design [49,50]).
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